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In this article, Vivian Chavez and Elisabeth Soep explore the collaboration among
youth and adult participants at Youth Radio, a broadcast-training program in the
San Francisco Bay Area. At Youth Radio, participants transcend the conventional re-
lationship between adult “teachers” and youth “learners” to coproduce media prod-
ucts. Chavez and Soep introduce the concept of “pedagogy of collegiality” to describe
this process. Using two case studies, they demonstrate the four features of this peda-
gogy: joint framing, youth-led inquiry, mediated intervention, and distributed ac-
countability. Chavez and Soep articulate a framework that recognizes the asymmetri-
cal relationships among adults and disenfranchised youth while presenting a
nuanced alternative. Their work contributes to the growing literature illuminating
the role of youth media as a tool for expanding democratic participation.

When “youth” and “media” are uttered in the same breath, it is usually to ex-
press alarm about the generation now coming of age. Impressionable young
people consume too much media, of the wrong variety, through illegitimate
channels, jeopardizing their own well-being and threatening the larger social
order. When we think of youth and media together, we often talk about exces-
sive television and Internet use, pornography and pirated music, plagiarized
homework assignments pulled off the Web, or violent video games. More of-
ten than not, we construe media as commercialized products whose effects on
young people are contaminating and “fundamentally bad” (Buckingham,
2003, p. 95).

It is ironic, then, that “youth media” is the name of a movement accumulat-
ing strength in the realms of both education and community organizing.
Youth media is typically defined as media conceived, developed, and pro-
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duced by young people (Campbell, Hoey, & Perlman, 2001). The movement’s
various goals include youth learning, community development, “marketable
skills,” citizenship, personal expression, aesthetic innovation, and social
change (de Block, Buckingham, Holzwarth, & Niestyo, 2004; Goodman, 2003;
Harvey, Skinner, & Parker, 2002; Jeong, 2001; Kafai & Resphil, 1996; Kirwan,
Learmonth, Sayer, & Williams, 2003). Youth media education is sometimes
framed as media literacy, which involves providing youth with strategies to de-
construct the manufactured images, sounds, and narratives they encounter as
members of a key market and audience base. Youth media also often includes
media advocacy — the use of tools including television, radio, print, and the
Internet, and underground resources such as stickering and postering cam-
paigns — to sway public opinion, support community organizing efforts,
advance policy, and improve social capital (Wallack, Dorfman, Themba, &
Jernigan, 1993). Overall, contemporary youth media research seems to indi-
cate a shift in the field away from its former focus on protecting young people
from dangerous media influences and toward an interest in preparing young
people to engage with media as social agents capable of making “informed de-
cisions” on their own behalf (Buckingham, 2003; see also Goldfarb, 2002;
Kearney, 2003).

We are teachers committed to youth media because of its potential as an
intergenerational learning tool linked to social justice pedagogies, and here
we focus on media production by youth themselves. Youth media production
practices, and the learning environments that support and emerge from
them, contain important lessons for educators working both inside and out-
side schools. Youth-driven media production starts where young people are
and provides a vehicle for them to tell their stories, using dialogue, reflection,
and action to convey and also challenge what is taken as truth. The process of
transforming lived and imagined experience into original expressive works
for significant audiences can provide a resource for young people to rewrite
the stories that are told about them, against them, or supposedly on their be-
half. The significance of an audience is not, of course, measured by size alone.
Young producers certainly recognize the potential power of reaching audi-
ences numbering in the tens of millions, which is the case for some major out-
lets that broadcast youth media products. Yet in many cases, even the smallest
local outlet, but one that young people’s friends actually listen to, might hold
more sway than the largest audience composed primarily of adults. The key
point is that a public release to an audience that matters raises the stakes of
the learning enterprise for youth media producers, and complicates the pro-
cesses of producing, editing, and ultimately judging the impact of the stories
themselves.

Our insights draw primarily from our joint involvement with Youth Radio, a
youth media program in the San Francisco Bay Area. We are teachers who in-
teract daily with students in and out of classrooms. As such, we are voices from
inside an educational site that occupies a complex position with respect to
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school. While Youth Radio is a partner and resource for the school, the pro-
gram also generates material that is in some cases critical of standard school
practices and subsequently offers alternative pedagogical methods that can in-
form what happens within classrooms. One 19-year-old Youth Radio intern
and peer teacher comments on youth media’s impact on her relationship to
learning:

At school, my body was in the classroom, but my mind and heart were nowhere
to be found. Every day, I would come home from school and head straight for
the television with a box of cereal. . . . At the age of sixteen I was just waiting
around until I became rich and famous or fell off the face of the earth. Then, I
walked into Youth Radio. . . . There were people my age everywhere, working
hard to create their own programs. I made it through my first year and a half,
barely speaking to anyone with the exception of the microphone. . . . I didn’t re-
alize it when I joined Youth Radio, but now I see that the microphone didn’t sim-
ply enlarge the sound waves of my voice, but it enlarged my sense of myself.

Building on insights that derive from long-term, hands-on participation at
the site of our research, we focus here on the specific qualities of the learning
environment that youth media production engenders. That environment em-
bodies what we are calling a “pedagogy of collegiality” — that is, a context in
which young people and adults mutually depend on one another’s skills, per-
spectives, and collaborative efforts to generate original, multitextual, profes-
sional-quality work for outside audiences. We begin by contextualizing the
work of Youth Radio within the broader field of youth media. Our analysis
then unfolds with data from two radio stories produced in 2003 and 2004 at
Youth Radio. We have selected these two stories because they are representa-
tive of the way stories are jointly composed at Youth Radio and because they
are especially revealing with respect to the pedagogy of collegiality, our pri-
mary focus here. Ethnographic details on the production of these narratives
are derived from a research partnership with students and adults at Youth Ra-
dio through participant observation, focus groups, journals, interviews, and
the collection and analysis of evolving student work. The integration of these
methods, which privilege the researchers’ hands-on participation, by no
means eradicates power differentials built into any ethnographic inquiry. And
yet, direct long-term involvement in the work allows for a nuanced analysis
generated through relationship with the young people and adults whose lives
and learning are described here.

What Is Youth Radio?

Currently in its fifteenth year, Youth Radio is a nonprofit broadcast training
program and independent producer of youth voices, where students ages
fourteen through eighteen create stories, shows, and original music for local
and national broadcast on radio and Web outlets. Recent Youth Radio stories
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about education include National Public Radio features on the unanticipated
effects of standardized testing on young people’s everyday classroom experi-
ences in “failing” urban public schools, an analysis of abstinence-based sex ed-
ucation from the point of view of teens, the widespread “pink-slipping” of ur-
ban public school teachers and its impact on teacher-student relationships,
and the status of free speech in U.S. classrooms in an era of war and homeland
security policies, including the USA Patriot Act of 2001. Youth Radio has won
some of journalism’s most prestigious honors, including the George Foster
Peabody, the Edward R. Murrow, and the Alfred I. du Pont Silver Baton
awards. Recruitment takes place when Youth Radio graduates who are now on
staff give presentations in classrooms in poor urban districts, as well as
through outreach to students within heavily tracked public schools. The goal
of recruitment is to attract young people who would not otherwise have access
to radio production opportunities or higher education supports in their
schools. Young people complete applications and are then interviewed for in-
clusion in twelve-week introductory classes, which are offered four times per
year. More than 75 percent of students across the organization are people of
color, with the full student body composed of African American, Latino, Asian
American, Caucasian, and mixed-race youths. Recruitment criteria specifi-
cally target gender balance in on-site classes, as well as young people living in
neighborhoods and attending public schools with high numbers of working-
class families, especially when the incoming Youth Radio student would be the
first in the family to graduate from college. The staff members the young peo-
ple work with once they join Youth Radio are also ethnically and economically
diverse, with program graduates occupying key leadership positions in every
major department. Staff training varies according to role within the organiza-
tion, with high levels of professional experience in education, youth develop-
ment, community organizing, engineering, nonprofit management, and, of
course, commercial and public media work.

For the Youth Radio introductory class, students come to the studio twice a
week after school to learn basic media skills in Web, video, music production,
and radio, while producing a weekly live show called Youth in Control, which
airs every Friday night. The majority of graduates from introductory classes re-
turn for a second, more advanced level of training, which takes place two af-
ternoons per week for an additional twelve weeks. In this phase, students spe-
cialize in an area of expertise such as engineering, music or video production,
news and commentary writing, orWeb design and programming. Having com-
pleted these two sessions, students are eligible to become interns at Youth Ra-
dio, initially on a voluntary basis and in paid positions after three months, in-
cluding as peer teachers who essentially run the introductory and advanced
classes with mentoring from adult staff. Youth Radio also holds a series of out-
reach programs at local public schools, community-based organizations,
group homes, and juvenile detention facilities, as well as an on-site program
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specifically for young adults age eighteen to twenty-four. All classes are sup-
ported by programs offering concrete guidance and opportunities to pursue
pathways into higher education and paid employment.

Having completed the introductory and advanced class sessions, Youth Ra-
dio students who specialize in journalism can enter the newsroom, where they
research topics, conduct interviews, gather tape, write scripts, and produce
stories that air regularly on the nation’s most influential public radio shows.
Adult producers and peer teachers work with young people to prepare inter -
view questions and outlines. In some cases we accompany the students on field
recording expeditions, and at other times we sit together at the computer to
compose and review developing scripts. Later, young people work in the stu-
dio with sound engineers, who in some cases are teenagers themselves, to mix
their pieces. Throughout a given story’s development, teens learn how to
frame their stories for radio broadcast, consulting with experienced peers and
adult producers during weekly editorial meetings to pitch ideas, raise ques-
tions, and report progress on especially challenging projects.

The work of Youth Radio entails continual collaboration between young
people and adults, which itself seems an important point to highlight, given
the tendency in both youth media research and practice to bracket the notion
of “youth voice” as an isolated, if highly desired, outcome (Fleetwood, 2005).
Too often, youth voice presented in this way is divorced from any social, rela-
tional, or political context. It is as if the act of “speaking one’s mind” as a
young person is always already enduringly emancipatory (Trend, 1997), as if
challenging young people’s perspectives in any way constitutes an abuse of au-
thority (Ellsworth, 1989) and as if “recovering” these young voices through re-
search automatically counts as a form of progressive scholarship (Tannock,
2004). Obscured in this tradition of romanticizing youth voice are the ways
young people’s multiple and varied voices are shaped by the daily interac-
tions, institutional sites, and social histories they share with adults, even within
programs like Youth Radio, which aim to foster and broadcast youth narratives
(Hull & Katz, in press).

Our work shows that it is possible for a young person to initiate a particular
story single-handedly and for the project still to emerge and evolve through
collaborative production involving young people and adults. For example,
one high school junior arrived at a Youth Radio editorial meeting and an-
nounced her desire to produce a story exploring whether her Peruvian father
truly understood the effects on her life of his decision not to speak Spanish in
the home. Even though this is clearly a personal story — an expression, if you
will, of this one young commentator’s “voice” — she would go on to work
closely with adult producers to frame her questions, determine what clips to
include in her piece, and write a script designed to bring depth and nuance to
her interview. It is similarly possible for an adult to initiate a story idea that the
young people appropriate for a project they drive. For example, when the ho-
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micide rates in Oakland were skyrocketing, Youth Radio producers convened
a meeting to encourage teen reporters to take on the topic. Initially, many of
them did not want to touch it; they resented the mainstream media flocking to
the city to cover the story in ways that they felt sensationalized violence and
criminalized communities of color (e.g., by publishing daily body counts like
sports scores). By discussing how to frame the events in Oakland in counter-
stereotypical ways, the young people devised a plan to focus on the effects of
the violence on young people and families trying to carry on their lives in a
place that felt increasingly unsafe, even as Oakland remained a town they
loved and considered home. They produced a creative feature story incorpo-
rating slam poetry and bits of street corner conversations. In the end, their
piece, while produced in collaboration with adults, sounded nothing like the
kind of story any adult facilitating the initial discussion ever envisioned.

One of the lessons young people say they learn over and over at Youth Ra-
dio is working across difference: listening to others’ perspectives and analyz-
ing critically what is behind “a story.” Youth Radio students come from public
schools all over the Bay Area. They are young women and men who may speak
English as their second language, and whose conversations shift seamlessly,
across various vernaculars and formal discourses. Indeed, the young people
can be highly reflexive about these shifts, as evident in one young man’s radio
story examining the omnipresent phenomenon within some male youth sub-
cultures of sagging pants. A character in that story is quoted as saying, “It’s like
code-switching when you speak. I speak Oaklandese when I’m speaking to
other folks that are from the town, and when I’m not I might switch into a
more universal language or lexicon. Same thing with my pants. I might sag in
certain areas and in the other areas I’ll pull them up so I can infiltrate the
system.”

At Youth Radio, young people learn to examine the various obvious and hid-
den systems shaping their interactions and identities, navigating experiences of
difference in terms of race, sexual orientation, class, privilege, and oppression.
They frame stories from multiple perspectives and ask questions behind an-
swers. At Youth Radio, students are warned that comfort may be challenged
through dialogue with others, whose basic assumptions, “commonsense” truths,
and lived experiences are, in some ways, different from their own. As one stu-
dent described, “I’ve been around different communities, different kinds of
people, everybody has a different way of thinking . . . you get to be aware of
what’s going on around you and you have a chance to communicate with differ-
ent people.” In this way, cross-cultural communication skills are not only
learned in theory but are applied in a range of settings, from on-the-street in-
terviewing to newsroom and community meetings to on-the-air voice training.
Through each of these processes, young people collaborate with one another
and with adult producers, learning to frame issues in their own lives and the
worlds they inhabit as provocative stories for public release.
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Contexts for Youth Media

The learning environment that takes hold at Youth Radio needs to be consid-
ered in the broader context of the youth media field. Typically, that field is
seen as one comprised of community-based organizations across the United
States in which young people produce ’zines and comics, Web-based experi-
ments, videos, silk-screened T-shirts and greeting cards, digital stories and
beats, spoken word poetry performances, and other forms of expression. Par-
ticipation in these sites is often voluntary and tuition free. In some cases,
young people are eventually paid for their work, usually once they reach ad-
vanced stages of involvement. Programs linked to social entrepreneurship aim
to generate income for sponsoring institutions and community economic de-
velopment projects through their efforts (Heath, 2000).

Research on youth media production emerges from a wide range of disci-
plines and intentions, each inflecting the conceptual framing, methods, and
findings of a given study with its own distinctive orientation (see Sefton-Green
& Soep, in press). Scholars based at schools of education take interest in peda-
gogy, curriculum, and policy, with implications both within and beyond class-
rooms (Burn & Reed, 1999; Dyson, 2003; Mahiri, 2003). Anthropologists and
cultural studies analysts tend to focus on the ways new social contexts and
subjectivities form out of media production experiments, while arguing that
even the most “progressive” of these projects can, despite the best intentions,
reproduce inequalities related to cultural and economic capital (Adams &
Goldbard, 2002; Appadurai, 1996; Fleetwood, 2005). Researchers in commu-
nications may consider broad trends in media content, use, and distribution.
Those primarily interested in new developments within art worlds (e.g.,
Wardrip-Fruin & Montfort, 2003) track the ways ever-changing technologies
are transforming what visual art can look like and how it functions, while some
critique the privileging of “social work” over “digital aesthetics.” Relevant re-
search is increasingly transnational (Adams & Goldbard, 2002; Goldfarb,
2002; McCarthy, Giardina, Harewood, & Park, 2003). A recent special issue of
the online journal Media Literacy Review (2003), for example, provides links to
writing from community radio projects, involving, in particular, youth from
Austria, Haiti, Mexico, South Africa, and Somalia.

While young people’s experiments with new media texts and technologies
are experiencing renewed interest in various national and global contexts, his-
torical accounts suggest that the roots of creative youth media production reach
at least as far back as the 1950s. At that time, according to Goldfarb (2002),
countries including the United States and France initiated “dubious” media ed-
ucation programs in an effort to establish themselves as “benevolent” leaders by
introducing new technologies to classrooms and other settings in American Sa-
moa and West Africa. Researchers often cite the 1960s and 1970s as a period
that brought about a key shift from teaching about media to teaching through
media. Soon, video tools and other forms of technology made production both
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less pricey and more mobile (Goodman, 2003). At the same time, the civil
rights, student, and anti-war movements supported a view of community-based
media as an “empowerment” project mobilizing the tools of production and ac-
cess (Fleetwood, 2005). The 1980s saw a shift away from community empower-
ment and critique to a focus on fostering media literacy, as well as “marketable
skills” and industry jobs, through vocational training, most crucially including
training provided by nonschool institutions (Goldfarb, 2002; Goodman, 2003).
The increased visibility of youth violence that was making headlines in the
1990s, as well as new political movements including “riot girl” feminism (Kear-
ney, 2003) and HIV/AIDS activism (Juhasz, 1995), sparked interest in teaching
alternative media production.

These historical conditions drew artists and educators into new collabora-
tions with young people, particularly those seen as marginalized from social
resources and power. Some youth media programs serve groups that are
mixed in terms of ethnicity, geography, and gender, while others target more
specific populations, such as Radio Arte for Latino youth in Chicago; New
York City’s Global Action Project, which involves youth in international set-
tings; Appalshop, in Kentucky, where young people from mountain communi-
ties in the southeastern United States learn video, audio, and other media
skills; or Pacific News Service’s “The Beat Within,” with its focus on writing by
incarcerated youth.

The youth media field’s orientation toward underserved youth popula-
tions has helped generate some of its most imaginative and provocative pro-
jects. Young people whose perspectives are often distorted, neglected, sensa-
tionalized, or outright ignored by commercial media tell stories about their
own lives and the conditions that surround them, thereby unsettling main-
stream portrayals and predictable narratives. Youth media practitioners
themselves, as well as scholars such as Fleetwood (2005), however, have also
pointed out ways in which the field’s privileging of “authentic” youth experi-
ence can lead to trouble (Paley, 1995; Tannock, 1998; Trend, 1997). As we
have suggested, the tendency to frame these projects as efforts to “give voice”
to disempowered youth can overlook the ways young people are sometimes
selectively allowed to participate in a given project — for example, providing
intimate autobiographical accounts — while being kept from other levels of
participation, like making editorial or curatorial decisions, or having oppor-
tunities for continued involvement and for earning meaningful credit and
compensation for their contributions. Moreover, these organizations do not
operate in a sociological or historical vacuum. Academic tracking and un-
equal opportunities to learn can prepare some young people for immediate
success even within “alternative” media programs, while peers attending the
most underresourced schools can sometimes struggle — in particular with
writing and public speaking. Community-based programs need to be inten-
tional and ever vigilant in their internal efforts to unsettle the very inequali-
ties many of them critique publicly through their media products.
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Informed by the field’s strengths and by these critiques, education research-
ers are coming to see youth media organizations as key sites for teaching and
learning. While school remains the most obvious and heavily investigated edu-
cational institution, more and more teachers, scholars, and policymakers want
to understand and support the opportunities for learning that young people lo-
cate and sometimes create beyond school walls (Heath & McLaughlin, 1994;
Heath, 2001; Hogan, 2002; Mahiri, 2003; Noam, Biancarosa, & Dechausay,
2002; Sefton-Green 2003; Soep, 2005a, 2005b). A burgeoning body of research
identifies several features of these environments that are linked to learning pro-
jects organized through cycles of production that pass through periods of plan-
ning, practice, performance, and reflection; the expectation that young people
will play multiple roles within the organization and move into positions of in-
tensified leadership and responsibility; and a focus within the media itself on
relevant topics about which young people feel passion and develop serious ex-
pertise. The conditions for learning promoted through these kinds of formats
are consistent, in many ways, with the pedagogical models espoused by educa-
tors working within schools who promote project-based curriculum, youth col-
laboration, and performance-based assessment (Hull & Shultz, 2001, 2002).
However, as standardized testing and other high-stakes accountability measures
increasingly organize education inside schools, nonschool experiments are, for
some young people — especially those enrolled in poor, isolated districts —
among the few places they can go for rigorous, sustained learning experiences
culminating in products that promote youth development and social action.

It is important to note that the youth media field, while comprised largely
of community-based collaboratives, also includes young people themselves
who are making media on their own and among peers (Abbott , 2000; Bening,
cited in Paley, 1995; Burgin, 2000; Duncombe, 1997; Fisher, 2003; Hall &
Newbury, 1998; Maira, 2005; Sablo Sutton, 2004). They are using newly avail-
able technologies to communicate, mix beats, write blogs, shoot digital mov-
ies, and design games. These new technologies beg the question,

What does it mean for those previously constructed as “consumers” — non-gen-
erative, passive audiences for professionally produced culture — [to be] handed
the means not only to distribute media through alternative peer-to-peer net-
works, but to remix, repackage, re-value, and produce media through amateur
cultural production? (Ito, in press)

New forms of media are integrated into the everyday lives of youth (and of-
ten even invented in a young person’s basement or bedroom), and their cre-
ativity with these new forms is absolutely critical to the youth media movement
(Sefton-Green, 1999). If educators are to harness the movement’s potential to
promote learning, we must look both within and beyond the nonprofit organi-
zations and grassroots projects in our communities. We must know something
about how young people are creating media in their own personal spaces and
peer groups, often outside the awareness of adults, and in some cases against
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the wishes of their parents. Occasionally, young people generate products that
surface within media worlds in highly influential ways — for example, in the
case of the music downloading company Napster, founded by a college stu-
dent; or the Academy Award–winning documentary Born to Brothels, which fea-
tures footage shot by young children of prostitutes in Calcutta; through hip-
hop’s innovations with sound and voice; or even, in a sense, by way of the digi-
tal photos young soldiers are bringing home with them from the war in Iraq. If
we fail to recognize that young people’s media experiments are pushing the
work of many adults and the institutions created “for” youth, we will be limited
in our capacity to build on the movement’s relevance to education.

Pedagogy of Collegiality

Collegiality is a relationship of shared collective responsibility. It is similar to
the Kwanzaa concept Ujima — collective work and responsibility — to the ex-
tent that both terms suggest an effort to sustain a community in which strug-
gles are shared and jointly solved (Karenga, 1996). A pedagogy of collegiality
aligns in spirit with Paolo Freire’s (1970, 1973) theory of emancipatory educa-
tion, engaging students in identifying themes that elicit social and emotional
involvement and therefore a high level of motivation to participate. This way
of teaching emerges from a historical legacy of radical social thought and pro-
gressive educational movement that links the practice of schooling to demo-
cratic principles of society and transformative social action in the interest of
oppressed communities (Darder, 2002; Darder, Baltodano, & Torres, 2003;
Giroux, 1992; McLaren, 1989; hooks, 1994; Shor & Freire, 1986). In Teaching
to Transgress, bell hooks (1994) challenges educators to examine the mutual
process of learning/teaching that she calls “engaged pedagogy.” Rather than
expect only students to learn and change, teachers also are transformed.
When teachers offer their own narratives or interpretations, they cease to
function as “all-knowing silent interrogators.”

The application of critical and “engaged pedagogy” is at the heart of Youth
Radio’s approach. Neither “student” nor “teacher” can be silent in collabora-
tive media production, and both, in a sense, are interrogators — of one an-
other and of the conditions they jointly explore. Collegial pedagogy at Youth
Radio is necessitated by the organization’s dual mission, which balances youth
development goals with professional broadcast objectives. Every program is
designed to promote positive youth learning and access to opportunity while
culminating in a product of the highest quality, with the potential for distribu-
tion to significant audiences and also for having an impact on today’s most
pressing social issues. This dual mission means that teaching and learning op-
portunities are highly prioritized and are driven by a relationship in which
young people, peer educators, and adults become coworkers who jointly craft
media products for public circulation. The organization has an explicit policy
that youth development considerations trump broadcast goals when tension
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emerges between these two objectives — for example, when an editor at a ma-
jor outlet requests changes that the youth producer believes damage or distort
the story’s integrity. And yet, it is not always easy to exercise this policy in daily
practice, and in this sense a kind of generative tension is “baked in” to the
notion of collegial pedagogy.

Several factors are at stake at a place like Youth Radio for both youth and adult
participants, including journalistic integrity, professional reputation, personal
and political message, intellectual and creative development, as well as the in-
tended and actual impact any given story has on its audience. At Youth Radio,
the adult producer cannot create the story without young people to identify
topics worth exploring, to find and interview characters, and to experiment
with novel modes of expression and ways of using words, scene, and sound. At
the same time, young people cannot create the story without adults to provide
access to resources, equipment, broadcast outlets, and institutional recogni-
tion, and to share the skills and habits developed through years of experience
as media professionals. Young people offer a key substantive contribution that
the adults cannot provide — a certain kind of access, understanding, experi-
ence, or analysis directly relevant to the project at hand. That is a major point
of the youth media field after all — to contribute insights and challenging per-
spectives to a mainstream media that too often ignores the experience and in-
telligence of youth. And yet adults are not only overseeing or facilitating the
learning experience surrounding a given media production experiment; they
are actually joining in the production process itself. Collegial pedagogy, then,
characterizes situations in which young people and adults jointly frame and
carry out projects in a relationship marked by interdependence, where both
parties produce the work in a very hands-on sense. Students and teachers are
mutually accountable to an outside audience, and through that audience to a
larger community. In this sense, collegial pedagogy distinguishes itself from
the forms of critical engagement described by Freire and elaborated on by
hooks. The anticipated audience acts as a witness or a third entity beyond the
dialectical relationship between students and teachers.

Frankly, as adults, educators, and experienced professionals, it is not al-
ways easy or immediately intuitive to adopt a collegial relationship with a
teenager or even a college student. The most progressive among us are still
socialized to take a position of authority, and the question of asserting author-
ity is especially relevant to those working within hierarchical classroom and
university structures. The teacher in this role has to meet the goals of aca-
demic courses as they are understood within the wider institution. He or she
is expected to hold power and responsibility. The students know this and of-
ten expect a certain degree of authoritarian behavior from their teachers. Yet
when we insert ourselves into projects of joint production with youth, these
power dynamics shift.

Still, we need to be careful about the connotations of the term “collegiality,”
because it can imply a utopian view of joint production — an image of youth
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and adults as equal coproducers, democratically creating work together. The
mutual engagement, investment, and vulnerability between young people and
adults that underpin collegial pedagogy never cancel out, nor should they ob-
scure, the very real institutional, historical, and cultural forces through which
power circulates in any collegial relationship and any pedagogical relation-
ship, particularly one with high stakes attached. That said, in accounting for
the uneven flow of power in pedagogical relationships, there is often an im-
plicit binary between the teacher’s position and the student’s position. In col-
legial pedagogy, an added element unsettles this dynamic — that is, power
produced by and through the media outlet, the anticipated audience, and the
desired creative and social impact both young people and adults strive to
achieve through the media product. While young people and adults in colle-
gial pedagogy may not see eye-to-eye in what they want for a story, both are fo-
cused not only on each other but on a set of “outside” considerations related
to what they want their work together to accomplish.

We pair the idea of collegiality here with a focus on pedagogy because when
adults and young people make media together they are also producing a rela-
tionship of teaching and learning. As in pedagogical contexts modeled on
“coaching” (Heath & Langman, 1994), “apprenticeships” (Chaiklin & Lave,
1996), and youth partnerships (Camino, 2000; Camino & Zeldin, 2002), nov-
ices develop skills, understandings, tacit forms, and habits of knowledge
through joint activity with more experienced others. What distinguishes a
pedagogy of collegiality from other progressive methods in education, how-
ever, is a focus on mutuality and joint production. Young people and adults
are not only metaphorically “coconstructing” a learning environment, as we of-
ten say in education. They are literally cocreating a media product on the ba-
sis of which both will be judged by outside audiences. Within collegial peda-
gogy, relationships are distinctly reciprocal and interdependent, in obvious
contrast to models based in traditional formats of transmission and acquisi-
tion. Conceptually speaking, however, there are also contrasts here with theo-
ries of learning based on participation in communities of practice. Canonical
theories along these lines suggest that novices to a given task engage “periph-
erally” alongside experts with increasing degrees of involvement until they be-
come full participants, activating existing sources of knowledge and joining in
the process of forming new modes of knowledge (Lave & Wenger, 1991). This
view and more recent conceptions of cultural learning (Cohen & Ainley, 2000;
Varenne & McDermott, 1999) have certainly informed our own thinking
about collegial pedagogy in key ways, as have theories of learning that carve
out a “third space” between teacher discourse and student discourse, while
unsettling conventional divisions between traditionally sanctioned knowledge
and creative knowledge production formed through joint activity (Gutierrez,
Rymes, & Larson, 1995; Lee, 2001). And yet we offer this framework of colle-
gial pedagogy to describe a specific and underresearched arrangement in
which young people and adults are jointly charged to produce original work
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released to significant audiences and actually make the work together, thereby
revealing their mutual creative, intellectual, and political investments in the
work to one another in concrete ways.

Essential Features of a Pedagogy of Collegiality in Youth Media

The following two youth media case studies operationalize what we identify as
the essential features of a pedagogy of collegiality: joint framing, youth-led in-
quiry, mediated intervention, and distributed accountability. The first story,
“Youth Perspectives on Abstinence,” presents joint framing and youth-led in-
quiry, focusing on implications for the media product and the learning pro-
cess. The second story, “Freedom of Speech in School?” illustrates mediated
intervention and distributed accountability, describing the bridge between
media-making and larger social issues. These stories highlight the direct expe-
riences and actual discourse of the young people and adults caught up in mo-
ment-to-moment interactions in our effort to characterize the pedagogy of
collegiality by drawing on practice and participation in student learning.

Story 1: Youth Perspectives on Abstinence
In the winter of 2004, a major public radio outlet contacted Youth Radio with
a proposal. Researchers had developed and distributed a poll exploring the
topic of sex education, a section of which focused on definitions of absti-
nence. Adult journalists preparing reports on the study wondered if Youth Ra-
dio might want to produce a companion story from the perspective of young
people. As we often do when such an opportunity presents itself, we took the
matter to the newsroom’s editorial meeting, during which young reporters
and adult producers gather for an hour or so to check in and develop new
story ideas. A different young person facilitates the meeting each week, and
when adults want to add to the agenda, they must first get permission from the
youth facilitator. In this case, the topic of sex education and conceptions of ab-
stinence elicited highly spirited discussion and debate. Young people de-
scribed their own ideas and shared perspectives from their friends, parents,
and social adversaries at school — for example, designating members of a
clique at one school “virgin hos,” meaning girls who engaged in “everything
but” intercourse with great frequency but clung to a virtuous sense of their
own sexual practices. These stories elicited further discussion of gender in-
equalities in terms of which behaviors are deemed appropriate for girls and
which for boys. The group also touched on definitions of abstinence for queer
youth, whether it was possible for a teen couple to stay together if only one was
a virgin and aimed to stay that way, and whether abstinence-based education
can be an effective way to influence sexual practices among youth. It was clear
from this conversation that the topic of abstinence had significant potential as
a Youth Radio story. It was our sense that young people could contribute
knowledge informed by their own experiences and those of others in their
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peer groups, families, and communities, as well as by their own research into
wider social trends and public policy.

What was “collegial” about the pedagogy evident in the editorial meeting
and the ensuing work on the abstinence story? First, there is the matter of
joint framing. While most Youth Radio stories are initiated by young people,
in this case the impetus came from adults, through a professional request
aimed at soliciting youth perspectives with the possibility of the piece airing
for a huge audience. But, crucially, young people played a leading role in de-
termining the specific form and tone of the story. Through facilitated discus-
sion and preliminary tape-gathering carried out in some cases by youth alone
and in other cases with adults, young people framed the topic as one they con-
sidered worthy of exploration and eventual broadcast. Within collegial peda-
gogy, adults provide space and, when needed, direct guidance, allowing young
people to interpret a given project in a way that has the greatest potential to
achieve desired ends — in this case, to generate an honest, interesting story
with an influence on public opinion.

The particular angle on the story the young people arrived at, with support
from adult producers, was to focus on the disconnect between definitions of
abstinence from youth and adults. The survey reported that 63 percent of
adult respondents believed touching disqualifies a young person from the sta-
tus of being abstinent, and 40 percent said even passionate kissing is off limits
for abstinent teens. Many of the young people involved in producing the story
had a very different definition; in the words of Octavia, a 17-year-old high
school senior, “I believe you can do everything leading up to sexual inter-
course, including oral sex, and still be abstinent.” This sentiment, a version of
which Octavia shared in the editorial meeting, actually made its way into the
final script, for which Octavia was the primary narrator.

The process of creating that script reveals a second feature of collegial ped-
agogy — the fact that it is, essentially, youth-led inquiry, carried out in collabo-
ration with adults. Once the project is framed, there is the matter of actually
executing the original plan, which almost always means repeatedly revisiting
and shifting the frame. This point emerged clearly through the contrast be-
tween two interviewing phases in the story’s production. At one point, an
adult producer from the newsroom gathered a group of young people, includ-
ing Octavia, into Youth Radio’s recording studio to ask some questions about
abstinence:

Adult Producer (Phil): All right Jasmine, is it cool to be abstinent?
Youth Respondent (Jasmine): Well, I think society makes it seem like being abstinent

isn’t the “it” thing, you know, the “in” thing to be, because a lot of teenagers
and just people just in general are having sex. But I think just personally,
based on what’s going on nowadays, it is really a smart thing to be abstinent
because of all the diseases that are going around. AIDS, etc.

Adult Producer (Phil): How do you define abstinence?
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Youth Respondent (Jasmine): I think the definition for abstinence is not having sex . .
. any form of sex. That’s personally what I think the term abstinence means.

The interview generated some interesting tape, while also modeling effec-
tive interview techniques for Octavia and the others present. This issue of
modeling is critical. When young people are handed recording equipment
and asked to “tell it like it is” without sufficient training and practice, they can
come back with tape that is weak and ultimately unusable, technically and sub-
stantively. This situation can be quite serious under a model of collegial peda-
gogy, where such problems can compromise the group’s ability to deliver a
high-quality product on deadline. In other words, it is not just a student’s
grade or individual evaluation that is at stake. Even in youth-led inquiry, if
adults and more experienced peers are not available to provide meaningful
preparation for relevant tasks, they radically reduce the young people’s role in
production to that of supplying “raw” testimonial material to be shaped by
someone else, and thus risk setting up young people for failure.

That said, returning to the present example, it was not until Octavia took
the microphone and began asking the questions herself that the interview be-
came much livelier, to the extent that the talk actually went back and forth:
Octavia and Jasmine began having a conversation:

Octavia: What do you think your mom would say if she knew or if you told her you
weren’t abstinent?

Jasmine: What I think my mother might say if she knew I wasn’t quote unquote “ab-
stinent,” I think she would, in her own personal way, flip out. And it would
be a problem.

Octavia: Can we have an example?
Jasmine: An example of my mother flipping out — oh — I don’t know if we would

want to go there in this small quarters. But it would definitely be a lot of con-
fusion. My mom has a tendency to blow things out of proportion . . .

Octavia: So you are saying you and your mom don’t talk about being abstinent?
Jasmine: I do remotely share things with my mother, but we don’t really get into

depth. . . . I just break things to her slowly and gradually. . . . And I can’t re-
ally deal with, like, having one-on-one conversations with her, like, “So, what
are you and Junior doing?” I couldn’t deal with that. Just for my personal
sanity, I just try not to go there . . .

Octavia: How do kids in your world feel about people who choose abstinence?
Jasmine: They feel like that person who does not partake in the same activities,

like they are kind of weird. And then they treat them as an outcast. Like if
everybody else is doing it, because that’s the kind of attitude they take, why
aren’t you doing it? What’s wrong with you? That’s how they act. They
kinda treat you like you have a problem, but in reality you are doing the
right thing.

Octavia: I agree. They make it like you have a problem. You think you’re too good
for it or something. Then comes that pressure to try to make you do it. It’s so
ridiculous . . .
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In this second excerpt, young people are the ones asking the questions.
However, it is important to note that the interview protocol was developed in
collaboration with adult producers and that an adult was present, if largely
silent, during the interview to monitor recording quality and offer occasional
feedback, through comments encouraging Octavia to push harder on certain
issues or to stay on track when conversation strayed and time in the studio was
running out. When young people have developed advanced skills, they often
conduct interviews and gather tape on their own, but at that point they have
had significant practice with experienced others, so they can carry out these
modes of inquiry independently.

The two features of collegial pedagogy considered in this section — inquiry
that is jointly framed and youth led — contribute to the quality of the final me-
dia product. These features offer access to narratives that inspire real interest
among youth, drawing out insights a young person might not share with an
adult interviewer. This context for collaborative production supports candor
and rapport. A level of spontaneity comes from shared understanding among
young people who, even though they may hold different beliefs with respect to
the topic at hand, can often relate to each other’s perspectives, or at least dis-
agree in lively and revealing ways. Equally importantly, these features of colle-
gial pedagogy also have significance for learning. Because young people are
continually interpreting and reframing the project they are undertaking and di-
recting the inquiry in collaboration with adults, they contextualize their own ex-
periences within broader considerations, having to ask themselves again and
again, Where does this idea fit? What else do I need to learn? What can I use?
They are, in a sense, simultaneously soliciting information and composing a
larger narrative, situating the experiences of individual young people within
those narratives, and always needing to anticipate how the characters and
scenes they include will operate within the finished piece. They draw on imme-
diate resources — for example, perspectives from their friends, observations
from their schools — and link to wider debates that circulate around them, ulti-
mately “talking back” to the very policies that most directly affect their lives.

Alongside the contributions that arise from collegial pedagogies are some
important cautions. Like any community-based participatory research part-
nership (Minkler & Wallerstein, 2003), there are unequal power relation-
ships. In partnerships between youth and adults, the access young people may
have to the feelings, perceptions, and experiences of their peers needs to be
treated with great care. It is critical for those interviewed to know that even
though they may be addressing “just another teenager” who happens to be
holding a microphone, the information they share has the potential to reach a
significant audience. Issues of privacy, disclosure, and responsible representa-
tion, in other words, are always in play, as they are, of course, with our own
practices as teachers and researchers. Participating as an adult in collegial
pedagogy means always searching for that shifting balance between sufficient
mentorship and excessive intervention. With Octavia’s story, that meant guid-
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ing interviews to make sure they stayed on track, but not dominating conversa-
tions between Octavia and her “subjects” to an extent that the young people
began performing for adults — telling us what we want to hear — rather than
directly addressing their own and one another’s realities. Overall, these con-
texts for learning and production go beyond the conceit of “giving kids tape
recorders” (or cameras or computers) and “setting them free” for unfettered
expression. These undertakings are complex intellectually, creatively, techni-
cally, and politically, and they carry significant potential, as educational op-
portunities, for young people and adults.

Story 2: Freedom of Speech in School?
Youth Radio has closely followed developments surrounding the September
11 attacks and the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. Our focus, predictably, has
centered on these events as seen through the eyes of young people, including
those living in the United States and in “hot spots” around the world. Immedi-
ately after September 11, one team of Youth Radio students produced a story
on the status of free speech in U.S. classrooms, given the new political climate.
That topic resurfaced in a very concrete way in 2003, when a Youth Radio
graduate came by the studio to tell the newsroom about a scandal that had re-
cently taken place at a local high school. The story raised tough questions
about civil liberties and student rights, as well as teachers’ responsibilities and
fears, during the unfolding “war on terror.”

The Youth Radio graduate reported that two students, both first-generation
Southeast Asian immigrants, had been having a discussion in class about Presi-
dent George W. Bush. Within that discussion, the students allegedly made
some comments they intended as jokes, but which their teacher perceived as
threats against the president of the United States. For example, according to
reports, one of the students, using a common slang term for someone who is
crazy in a bad way, unlikable, or old fashioned, said, “Bush is whack!” But the
teacher thought she heard “Bush should be whacked,” in other words, killed.
It did not help matters that the president was scheduled for an imminent visit
to the Bay Area at the time of this classroom discussion, perhaps intensifying
the teacher’s concerns about her students’ intentions. And so, according to
the young man telling us the story, the teacher called the Secret Service on
her students, and those agents arrived at the school within hours to interro-
gate the two teenagers involved, reportedly without legal counsel or parental
notification. The young man also reported that the students were terrified
and intimidated, and there were even indications that the Secret Service
agents threatened to deport their parents if the students did not cooperate
with the Secret Service questioning.

One student in the newsroom, a graduating senior named Charles, was infu-
riated by this story, despite the fact that we were quick to point out that the ac-
count was based on indirect sources and that we would need to get the facts
straight before pursuing it any further. After reviewing local newspaper cover-
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age (which was strikingly scant, given the nature of the events), Charles decided
that he wanted to write and broadcast a letter to the teacher who had turned in
her students to federal agents. A draft of that letter is excerpted here, in which
he calls the two students involved by the pseudonyms John and Billy:

Dear Ms. Marshall,

How could you report two sophomores in your class, little John and Billy, to the
U.S. Secret Service Agency for talking mess about Bush? Just in case you don’t
know how they feel, well let me tell you how little John and Billy feel. The April
23 interviews with federal agents left them scared and upset. And I’m pretty up-
set, too. . . .

What I want to know is, how do you report students for saying something in a
discussion you started off? I think the U.S. Secret Service Agents . . . need to in-
vestigate you. ’Cause judging by your actions, something is really wrong with you.
I mean, if I was to throw a soda can on the floor, what are you going to do? Are
you going to call the U.S. Secret Service Agents on me? I don’t think so.

You are supposed to be a teacher. Students are supposed to feel free to say
whatever they want to say around you. And you have betrayed that trust. You
should not be able to have a class at all. And if any of those students were smart,
they would hurry up and get out of your class immediately. So they won’t get re-
ported to the U.S. Secret Service and threatened to have their families sent back
to where they came from (like what happened to Johnny and Billy). . . .

What I want to know is, how is it that when you call the U.S. Secret Service be-
cause you say some teenage boys in your class made a threat to the president,
those officers can rush on down there right away? But when someone calls the po-
lice cause Helen’s husband is beating her and her children, by the time the police
get to the scene of the crime, Helen and her kids are all bruised up and healed?

Charles drafted his letter independently and then worked with an adult
producer to refine the writing and his central arguments, with the idea that
the letter could be featured on Youth Radio’s website and possibly aired on
our local morning radio show. The first wave of this editorial process focused
on basic grammatical and compositional considerations, as well as more con-
ceptual issues. For example, a frequent point of discussion at Youth Radio is
how audiences tend to react when they hear the voice of an angry teenager on
the air. Very often, young people like Charles take on topics to which they
have a strong emotional response, and of course some of the best material co-
mes from this passionate connection to the issue. That said, we have found
that straight-up angry commentaries sometimes backfire, perhaps because
adult listeners might tune out what they hear as a rant from a young person,
and they may be quick to empathize with adults they see as being attacked by
youth, rather than listening to what the young person is actually saying. Ulti-
mately, it is up to the young commentator, in this case Charles, to determine
the tone he wants for his piece, but it is important that his decisions are in-
formed by knowledge more experienced young people and adults have ac-
crued through prior broadcast experience.
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When other key adult staff members looked at Charles’s piece, they raised
serious concerns. It did not seem responsible to attack Ms. Marshall without
giving her a chance to explain her side of the story. Did we know enough
about the context of the event itself, the facts of the case, and the students in-
volved to draw the kinds of conclusions Charles put forth in his letter? What
would be the ultimate impact of printing or airing a letter like this — on those
directly involved in the scandal, on Youth Radio’s reputation, on Charles’s
own personal, political, and intellectual development? Rather than “kill” his
story on the spot, however, we opted to hold an editorial meeting including
not only the usual participants — youth and producers in the newsroom —
but also additional staff members and students who had strong feelings about
the scandal, as well as Charles’s coverage of it. Under a model of collegial ped-
agogy, the editorial meeting is a professional convention used in newsrooms
of all sorts as a forum for various contributors, reporters, and editors to dis-
cuss, debate, and make key decisions about a story in development.

Our discussion itself was quite heated. The deputy director of the organiza-
tion wondered whether we had done sufficient research to move forward with
the story in its current form. The broadcast training director, a man in his
early twenties who was a graduate of both Youth Radio and the school where
the scandal took place, said, “When I first heard [what happened at the
school], I was really mad . . .” But he wasn’t sure that Charles’s mode of ex-
pressing that anger was really the most effective tactic. “You want people to say,
‘I’m feeling this point,’” he said, and sometimes a full attack on a single indi-
vidual is not the best way to bring about that kind of response from listeners.
Another student in the program thought the personal insults in the letter
were distracting; she wanted something “more mature than just going off.”
Several participants in the discussion wondered if it worked against Charles
that he had no direct experience with the school in question, nor had he spo-
ken with those actually involved. Wouldn’t his position be considerably
strengthened if he tried to interview the two boys, or at the very least their sib-
lings or friends who knew the situation first hand? The discussion continued,
and at some point one of the young people suggested that instead of doing a
single “attack” piece, members of the newsroom should collaborate on a half-
hour show dedicated to the larger issue of civil liberties in high school, with
Charles’s story being one part of that show. Young people at this juncture
came up with the idea to expand the scope of this undertaking, taking their
critique of Charles’s initial approach as an opportunity to deepen the inquiry
and introduce multiple perspectives and production formats. Charles agreed
to talk with some young people who had actually witnessed the event and to
try to get a fuller sense of what the teacher been thinking when she made that
phone call to the Secret Service. It turns out, as reported in the show Youth
Radio eventually produced, she had not intended to name her students or
even her school, only to inquire as to her legal obligation to report in a case
like this. The version of Charles’s story that actually aired as part of Youth Ra-
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dio’s show integrated music, Charles’s commentary, and clips from conversa-
tions he had recorded with students who had actually been there to see what
took place. Nevertheless, Charles’s own distinctive voice and perspective re-
mained in the final piece, as in this excerpt:

Charles: If you were a teacher, how could you report two of your students for talk-
ing mess about President Bush? It’s just amazing that the Secret Service de-
cided to come to [the high school] and start some drama right before the
end of the school year. Everybody and their momma is talking about it, in-
cluding me. The bad news is the principal, the teacher, and even the stu-
dents interrogated by the agents are not giving interviews. But the good
news is [the school] has a lot of students, so it wasn’t hard to find three
young people who had something to say.

Music Bridge: “I’m talking ’bout freedom . . .”
Daniel: Well, my name is Daniel Jackson, I go to [the high school], and I’m seven-

teen years of age. I didn’t know the students personally, but yeah, I was pres-
ent when it took place.

Charles: You seen it?
Daniel: Yeah.
Charles: Did you see what the Secret Service people looked like?
Daniel: Like one dude was a little hefty and had on his suit, his little ear piece, and

all that good stuff. Sunglasses in his little pocket. Other dude was kinda tall,
slim, your average Joe.

Charles: As a student personally, what do you think about Ms. Marshall?
Daniel: As a teacher, she’s a pretty good teacher, I don’t really talk to her, besides

getting the assignments and doing the homework, I don’t really pay atten-
tion to her, have conversations. But besides that, she’s a real cool person, I
think, so that’s why I thought it strange,

Charles: Really?
Daniel: Yes.
Charles: You couldn’t see her, basically, doing what she did?
Daniel: No, she’s real down-to-earth. She’s not lost her mind. You know . . .
Charles: But is she really crazy? Everybody has their own opinion on the subject. I

always thought in the real world, what’s said in the classroom stayed in the
classroom. Even when students don’t like their teachers — I know I didn’t
like all of mine — they still want teachers to understand and protect them.

The development of Charles’s story reveals the third and fourth features of
the pedagogy of collegiality. The third feature entails a move from initial reac-
tion to mediated intervention. We use the term “intervention” here in the an-
thropological sense, as in a practice or activity participants deploy to unsettle
persistent patterns in social organization. It seemed quite useful, in the imme-
diate aftermath of hearing about the scandal surrounding this teacher’s ac-
tions, to give Charles the opportunity to react, or “go off” as his peer sug-
gested, in an unrestrained piece of writing through which he could put his
thoughts and emotions on paper. As evident in the final paragraph of his origi-
nal letter to the teacher, this was an opportunity for Charles to make connec-
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tions between the event itself and larger social forces, for example, those that
keep police out of poor communities when protection is really needed and yet
bring law enforcement into hostile confrontations with poor teenagers under
questionable circumstances. Within a pedagogy of collegiality, however, there
is an expectation that the work advances from “gut” reaction to mediated in-
tervention, with strategic thinking about the potential intended and unin-
tended consequences of the text being produced.

This sense of urgency to move from reaction to intervention is one of the
key forces that transform collegiality into a form of pedagogy in this model.
Framing a deliberate intervention requires the support of a learning
environment within which a young person uses available resources — includ-
ing technologies, modes of expression, and expertise from peers and mentors
— to turn an initial response to a given situation into an effort to influence
and unsettle that state of affairs, often by encouraging listeners to see circum-
stances they perhaps thought they already understood in new and provocative
ways. The specific form of Charles’s intervention in this case was framed col-
laboratively, with significant input from other young people and adult produc-
ers. This move toward mediated intervention forces young people to apply a
specific set of expectations to the products of their own learning by asking
what one’s work has the potential actually to do in the world. This kind of
question intensifies the stakes associated with creative and political decisions,
as young people are called continually to consider the implications of their
projects for their colleagues and communities, as well as the social conditions
they seek to affect.

Speed is of the essence in mass media, technology, and every other aspect
of our lives. Young people in particular are pressed into thinking on their feet
and doing it fast. Charles’s initial reaction to the situation was immediate. And
yet within the context of collegial pedagogy, he joined a larger group of oth-
ers, peers and adults, to subject his own reaction to further interrogation, ask-
ing himself what he was actually trying to say, how his story could actually have
an impact on the circumstances he described, and what possible responses his
work might engender, perhaps including those he had never intended. Slow-
ing down, doing the research, and being proactive instead of reactive means
that a more complex topic and interesting story can evolve. We teach students
that one-dimensional representations of reality are quick and easy to put to-
gether. What is immediate is what is apparent; thus we ask them, and our-
selves, for a more complex version of reality, one that presents multiple per-
spectives that challenge the obvious with evidence-based arguments and
rigorous reporting.

The fourth and final feature of the pedagogy of collegiality is distributed ac-
countability. Here again, diversity of participants, outlets, and audiences is
crucial. When you have a team of students and teachers, producers, and peer
educators who work as colleagues negotiating stories relevant to their lives,
people grow to be accountable to each other and to expect high-quality media
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production. Together these individuals must project a life for their work be-
yond themselves and their own personal self-interest, as they are also account-
able to the immediate and longer-term impact of their joint productions.
Some might refer to this work ethic as “professionalism.” We understand it as
the spirit of collective responsibility that provides a container for even the
most challenging voices to say what they think and why. Accountability, then,
under collegial pedagogy is not a straightforward process of measuring out-
comes against investments. It functions as an iterative practice of forming and
weighing judgments about the work being produced as it relates to a series of
criteria — including those shaped by considerations of accuracy, originality,
aesthetics, rigor, and matters of social impact. Collegial pedagogy disrupts ed-
ucational conventions of individual accountability based on measured student
performance. There is no doubt that young people are expected to take re-
sponsibility for the work they produce, but they are never entirely alone in do-
ing so. They are surrounded, sometimes literally and always figuratively, by a
group of colleagues, including peers and adults, who have contributed to the
work, sharing in both benefits and criticisms that come as a result of what that
work does when it enters the world.

Implications for Education and Activism

This essay continues the dialogue initiated by the Harvard Educational Review’s
special issue on popular culture and education, which points out the need to
address the radical reconfiguration now taking place in education (Dolby,
2003; Gaztambide-Fernández & Gruner, 2003). A pedagogy of collegiality un-
derscores the cultural politics that exist beyond the confines of classrooms,
where education is the explicit agenda. In spaces organized around collabora-
tive media production, participants jointly frame projects through youth-
driven inquiry. With guidance from adults who are themselves invested and in-
volved in the production process, young people move from reaction to inter -
vention. They negotiate accountability demands that are undeniably complex,
especially when their personal judgment comes into conflict with an editor’s
influence and an audience’s possible response. Collegial pedagogy is rarely
simple or easy, but its inherent tensions present crucial learning opportunities
for the young people and adults involved.

While we have spotlighted here the manifestations of collegial pedagogy
within radio production, the framework itself has emerged from our study of
youth production using various media forms, including the creation of videos
and “’zines.” As digital technologies increasingly lend themselves to conver-
gent media at the same time more and more broadcast outlets require produc-
ers to translate their stories across text, image, and audio channels, new direc-
tions for research on collegial pedagogy include the ways changes in
professional contexts brought on by multimedia expectations affect the peda-
gogies of youth media production. What is crucial, however, is not whether
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young people are expressing themselves using the printed word or picture or
sound, but how and what they learn when they jointly frame inquiries with col-
laborating peers and adults, through which the work they produce makes an
intervention in the larger social world.

While we have focused here on nonschool spaces, in our own classrooms
and others we have seen that this mode of teaching and learning can take hold
both within and beyond classroom walls (Chávez, Turalba, & Malik, in press).
It is a matter, really, of how fully a collegial pedagogy can serve as a foundation
within a particular learning environment — whether that pedagogy is a mo-
ment, a glimmer, or a lasting condition. What is key, it seems, is a deep focus
on joint production, with young people and adults mutually invested in a pro-
ject in which both parties are vulnerable to critique, both are seeking ways to
express some important if contested truth, and both contribute concretely to
the finished project, which ultimately will be judged by an audience beyond
themselves. Examples of projects that bear some of these qualities are, thank-
fully, commonplace in progressive classrooms — original plays, final exhibi-
tions of mastery, service-learning or arts-based curricula with hands-on dimen-
sions. And yet it seems rare that a classroom teacher is given an opportunity to
sit and work alongside students as a creator, as a producer of original media—
not only as someone who directs and evaluates those efforts, but as a media
artist who urgently adds to them.

Engagement among youth, adults, and the media is not a choice but an in-
evitability of contemporary life. In the words of a Youth Radio participant:

Media is power. If you have a topic that’s on your mind, you got the radio station,
you could just make other people aware. Even if it’s a little issue, people are lis-
tening. They’ll get your point of view. I don’t know if they’ll follow you on it, but
at least you can speak for what you want to say.

And yet, the radical potential of programs that engage students in media
production is not just about the content and power of mass media. The bene-
fits of this approach manifest themselves in the actual process of developing
alliances between youth and adults — two groups that can be antagonistic to
one another. Youth media production is not simply a form of job training. It
entails more than participating in afterschool activities to build genuine part-
nerships, knowledge, and skills. Youth media production creates a connection
to something larger than oneself and one’s immediate world of interaction
and experience, as suggested by this 16-year-old colleague’s reflections on par-
ticipating in the live radio show, Youth in Control:

The action of me having a show, and me showing that I’m trying to do some-
thing, get up and do something, that has an impact on my friends. They take [it]
as an inspiration to kinda motivate them. I can appreciate that. . . . If I bring it up
in conversation, like, “I did a radio show the other day,” they’ll say, “Is that right?
Well next week I got this coming up.” So now we’re both doing something big.
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